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Abstract—Block-based programming languages like SCRATCH
are increasingly popular for programming education and end-
user programming. Recent program analyses build on the insight
that source code can be modelled using techniques from natural
language processing. Many of the regularities of source code
that support this approach are due to the syntactic overhead
imposed by textual programming languages. This syntactic
overhead, however, is precisely what block-based languages
remove in order to simplify programming. Consequently, it is
unclear how well this modelling approach performs on block-
based programming languages. In this paper, we investigate the
applicability of language models for the popular block-based
programming language SCRATCH. We model SCRATCH programs
using n-gram models, the most essential type of language model,
and transformers, a popular deep learning model. Evaluation on
the example tasks of code completion and bug finding confirm
that blocks inhibit predictability, but the use of language models
is nevertheless feasible. Our findings serve as foundation for
improving tooling and analyses for block-based languages.

Index Terms—Block-Based Programs, Scratch, Natural Lan-
guage Model, Code Completion, Bugram

I. INTRODUCTION

Block-based programming languages are becoming increas-
ingly popular for education [1] as well industrial applications
requiring end-user programming [2]–[4]. The distinguishing
feature of these programming languages is that they reduce the
syntactic overhead that is common for text-based languages,
and instead represent programming constructs using graphical
blocks which can only be combined in syntactically valid ways.
Figure 1a shows a JAVA function that prints “Hello world!”
10 times; the same functionality can be implemented in the
popular block-based language SCRATCH [5] with only three
blocks (Fig. 1b). Programming is usually further simplified
by explicitly listing all available blocks in the user interface,
such that programmers neither need to memorize syntax nor
available commands and APIs (recognition over recall).

Just like for programs written in text-based programming
languages, there is a need to apply program analysis also to
block-based programs: Learners may benefit from automatically
generated hints and feedback, and programmers may benefit
from code completion or bug detection. A popular approach
to implement such analyses is to treat source code like natural
language, and thus benefit from the recent proliferation of
research on natural language processing (NLP) methods. At
the core of these methods lies the concept of language models,
which capture the probability distributions over sequences of

public static void main(
String[] args) {

for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
System.out.println(
"Hello World!");

}
}

(a) Java function. (b) SCRATCH code.

public → static → void → main → ( → String → [ → ] →
args → ) → { → for → ( → int → i → = → 0 → ; → i → <
→ 10 → ; → i → ++ → ) → { → System → . → out → . →
println → ( → ¨ → Hello World! → ¨ → ) → ; → } → }

(c) Java token sequence.

When clicked →
repeat times

→ 10 → say → Hello World!

(d) SCRATCH token sequence.

Figure 1: Example code in text- and block-based format.

words. As source code has been observed to exhibit regularities
that make it amenable to natural language processing [6],
the same models can also be used to capture probability
distributions for source code. These models can, for example,
predict common code sequences for code completion [7], or
identify unusual code sequences for bug detection [8], [9].

Language models are constructed by interpreting the source
code as sequences of tokens, i.e., individual words or symbols
separated by whitespace or deliminator characters. The JAVA
program in Fig. 1a would thus be interpreted as the sequence
of 39 tokens shown in Fig. 1c. The SCRATCH version of the
same program (Fig. 1b) results in a simple stream of only
five tokens (Fig. 1d). On the one hand, this difference can be
interpreted as strong reaffirmation of just how much block-
based programming reduces the cognitive overhead compared to
text-based programming languages [10]. On the other hand, it is
unclear how this simplification changes the resulting language
models. Even when removing “syntactic” tokens [11], the
remaining tokens in the JAVA example are intuitively at a lower
level of abstraction than the tokens of the SCRATCH program,
which contains less technical details such as modifiers or types.
Consequently, it is unclear how suitable language models are
for program analysis tasks on block-based programs.

In order to investigate whether block-based programs can be
modelled and analyzed using language models, we empirically



investigate models based on programs written in the SCRATCH
programming language [5], which is the most popular block-
based programming language and aims at young learners. There
is a thriving community of millions of users who share their
programs, thus providing large amounts of code, allowing us
to perform an extrinsic evaluation of the language models. In
detail, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We describe and implement the process of creating n-gram
models from SCRATCH programs. While there are various
alternative neural models, n-gram models have been shown
to perform well for many tasks, and a sound understanding
requires interpretable models.

• We evaluate the suitability of n-gram models for the
common tasks of code completion, i.e., the prediction
of which block will be used next in a token stream, using
a dataset of publicly shared SCRATCH projects.

• We evaluate the ability of n-gram models to identify erro-
neous solutions for SCRATCH programming assignments.

• We investigate whether transformers, a popular deep
learning model, can improve the performance of the
completion task compared to n-gram models.

Our experiments confirm that block-based programs differ
fundamentally from text-based programs in a way that nega-
tively affects their predictability. However, there nevertheless
are elements of syntax and repetitiveness that make blocks
sufficiently predictable to enable the use of natural language
models for block-based programming languages.

II. BACKGROUND

Block-based programming languages have recently received
increased attention for teaching programming concepts to
novices [1] as well as for industrial applications requiring
end-user programming [2]–[4]. In this paper, we focus on the
popular educational programming language SCRATCH [5].

A. The Scratch Programming Language

SCRATCH [5] is a block based programming language for
young learners. SCRATCH programs control the behavior of
sprites in an environment (stage); each sprite can implement
multiple scripts. Figure 1b exemplifies such a script: Scripts
start with event handlers (e.g., When clicked ) followed by blocks that
are executed after the event occurred. To support recognition
over recall blocks are color coded based on categories: control
structures are orange like the block in Fig. 1b, blocks
affecting the visual appearance of sprites are purple (e.g.,
say Hello World! ), etc. Blocks are further divided into different shapes,
such as stackable blocks (statements) and round or diamond-
shaped reporter blocks that fit into holes in other blocks
(expressions). Blocks may have free text spaces for numbers
and strings like in say Hello World! , and drop-down menus to select
pre-set options. SCRATCH enables a remix culture [10] where
users share their programs, and others clone and enhance them.

Even though the block shapes prevent syntactical errors,
building programs can nevertheless be challenging: learn-
ers may struggle to implement functionality or may have

misconceptions [12]–[15], and programmers may miss the
convenience and support of modern programming environments.
As a consequence, various analysis tools have been proposed,
mainly implementing traditional program analyses such as
linting (e.g., [16], [17]) or automated testing (e.g., [18], [19]).
However, analysis tools using NLP methods are, to the best of
our knowledge, not available yet.

B. N-gram Models

Probabilistic language models are used to assign probabilities
to sequences of tokens in a given language. N-gram language
models are based on the Markov assumption, which states
that the probability of a sentence s can be estimated based on
a chain of probabilities for all its tokens w1 . . . wn to occur.
N-gram models further simplify this idea and assume that each
word actually depends only on its n− 1 preceding words, that
is, on its local context. Given n = 3 and s = ⟨w1w2w3w4⟩, an
n-gram model thus estimates the probability of s as follows:

P (s) ≈ P (w1)× P (w2|w1)× P (w3|w1w2)× P (w4|w2w3)

In contrast to regular Markov chains, the probability of w4 is
estimated considering only the context w2w3, not w1w2w3. The
factors of the product are conditional probabilities estimated
using the count of occurrences of tokens in the training data.
For example, the probability P (c|ab) with local context ab has
a probability of 1, if only c follows ab in the training data.

A probability of 1 is rather unrealistic in practice: It is
more likely that the training data did not contain all possible
tokens that may follow the local context. Therefore, smoothing
algorithms shift the raw probabilities based only on the counts
of the n-grams, so that other n-grams that are not part of the
training data are also assigned probabilities > 0. This way,
the model is not “infinitely surprised” by n-grams other than
those present in the training data set. A popular smoothing
mechanism is modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [20], which has
been reported to perform best in natural language contexts [21]
and was also used in prior work on programming languages [6].

C. Deep Learning Models: Transformer

While n-gram models are valued for their simplicity and
ease of interpretation, research has recently shifted towards
neural approaches. Vaswani et al. [22] proposed the transformer
architecture to enable capturing long range information during
automated natural language translation. The transformer design
makes use of the encoder-decoder architecture [22]: In the
encoding part the model learns weight matrices for different
word relations that encode how strong a word-encoding is
influenced by every other word within the sequence [22].
During decoding the next generated token is influenced not
only by the previously generated output, but also by the weight
matrices over the whole input sequence [22]. Transformers
allow for self-supervised learning, e.g., by masking random
tokens in input sequences and training the transformer to predict
the missing words [23]. These models tend to require a more
computationally expensive training process compared to n-gram
models, yet it has been shown that a transformer trained on a



large dataset (e.g., BERT [23], CodeBERT [24]) can be used
without or with only little fine-tuning to assist with tasks in
the domain of source code processing [25]–[28].

D. Program Analysis with Language Models
Hindle et al. introduced the “naturalness hypothesis” based

on which they proposed to use n-gram models to model source
code [6]. As an initial application, they presented a simple
code completion based on the n-gram model, which suggests
a ranking of the most likely tokens based on the local context
of the completion. That is, one maximizes the probability of
the complete sequence by choosing the most probable n-gram
based on the given local context.

The idea of benefiting from concepts of NLP and combining
it with other techniques has been taken up successfully in
other work, for example, in the area of code completion [7],
[29]. However, further investigations of the naturalness hy-
pothesis have also shown that large parts of the naturalness
of code are due to syntactic elements such as parentheses
or semicolons [11]. Even though source code is less natural
than previously thought, regularities can still be found in the
source code even after removing certain syntactic elements. In
particular, despite the limitations of the naturalness hypothesis,
n-gram models have been determined to be capable of repre-
senting source code very well, often better than deep neural
networks [30], when appropriately configured.

If source code is regular, then irregularities in the source
code are suspicious: Ray et al. demonstrated that buggy code
has a higher entropy than correct source code [9]. This insight
enables the application of n-gram models to identify bugs in
source code. In particular, Wang et al. introduced BUGRAM,
an automated approach for finding bugs based on n-gram
models [8]. Given a specific project, BUGRAM trains an n-gram
model on the source code, calculates probabilities for all
sequences in the source code, and reports sequences with
low probability as potential bugs.

Due to their specific structure, transformers open up further
possibilities for code analysis. They can be used to jointly
learn from code and natural language by training the model on
sequences containing both tokenized code and its documenta-
tion to enable code search using natural language descriptions
or generating documentation [24]. Those pre-trained models
can then also be applied to code-only tasks like identifying
buggy code [31] and generating potential fixes for it [32].

III. LANGUAGE MODELS FOR SCRATCH

SCRATCH differs from text-based programming languages,
to which language models have been previously applied. Thus,
we first need to define how to tokenize SCRATCH programs.
We then describe how n-gram models are generated and how
they are applied for code completion and bug finding. We
further describe how we obtain the transformer, and how it
can be used for code completion.

A. Tokenizing SCRATCH Programs
Tokenizing text-based programming languages is straight-

forward, e.g., by directly lexing the source code. It is less

obvious, however, how to tokenize SCRATCH programs: a
SCRATCH program consists of a ZIP-file containing resources
(images, sounds) as well as a text file in JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) format describing the code. The JSON file
describes a program in terms of the targets (i.e., stage and
sprites), and each target consists of its name, variables, lists,
messages, sounds, costumes, scripts, procedures (i.e., custom
blocks), and blocks. The blocks are listed in an arbitrary order
(e.g., the order in which they were inserted in the program),
and each block consists of a unique identifier as well as the
identifiers of the parent and successor blocks, as well as any
parameter blocks. The block identifiers and their parent/child
relations are used in the SCRATCH virtual machine to create a
syntax-tree-like representation. Although the JSON format is
specific to SCRATCH, other block-based languages represent
programs similarly; for example, SNAP! encodes blocks in
XML [33]. In order to tokenize a program, we first use the
parser provided by the LITTERBOX [16] analysis framework
and create the abstract syntax tree for that program. We then
traverse the syntax tree in preorder, adding each traversed
node that represents a concrete block to the token stream. The
resulting sequence of tokens is illustrated in Fig. 1c.

To reduce the vocabulary size and avoid out-of-vocabulary
issues [34], we treat literals as follows [35]: First, we do not
include string and number literals. On one hand, predicting
literals is very difficult; on the other hand, text and numbers
entered by users are usually very dependent on the use case.
Second, similar to prior work [36], [37], we generalize the
occurrence of concrete variables to the occurrence of the generic
variable block var and calls to self defined blocks as procedures
call call . Since most programs actually define only a few
variables and procedures, this is on the one hand potentially
not a very large loss of information, but on the other hand
simplifies generalization across project boundaries.

Even though SCRATCH treats the drop-down menus that
some blocks include as individual blocks in its internal
representation, we do not include these as tokens as they are
inseparable and are tailored to the specific block and use case.
Thus, overall we only include statement and expression blocks
as tokens, which results in a vocabulary size of 137 blocks. As
usual in NLP, we introduce structural blocks for the beginning
and ending of scripts or sprites. Consequently, the remaining
token sequence of the script in Fig. 1b looks as follows:

Begin Script → When clicked →
repeat times

→ say → End Script

B. Code Completion using N-gram Models

N-gram models are the most fundamental type of language
models. They work with relatively small amounts of training
data compared to more modern deep learning approaches, and
have been successfully applied to various software engineering
tasks (cf. Section II-D), and are therefore implemented as a
baseline for the use of language models in our work. The first
task on which we apply the n-gram model is code completion.
The idea is to provide code completion for the next block



(a) Incomplete script during
development.

(b) Completed script using an uncom-
mon condition in the repeat block.

Figure 2: Example of a SCRATCH script.

when interpreting the preceding code linearly (i.e., in the order
of the token sequence). Fig. 2a shows a simple SCRATCH
program during development. The existing code tokens would
be interpreted in the following order:

Begin Script → When clicked →
repeat until

→ = → End Script

For a 3-gram model, and = represent the
local context to be completed by the model. Thus, in this
case the code completion shall suggest blocks that are usually
used for equality comparisons in while-loops, such as var ,

costume number , or round . To this end, we build a “general”
n-gram model using modified Kneser-Ney smoothing on a
large set of SCRATCH programs as described in Section III-A.

A special case for code completion in SCRATCH exists in
the case of procedure definition blocks: Analogous to method
headers in JAVA, these blocks build the header of a newly
created custom block. Since procedure definitions are not added
using drag and drop like other blocks, but using a dedicated
dialogue to set the name and select possible parameters, we
exclude procedure definitions from predictions. Another special
case is the behavior of code completion when the model predicts
the end of a block sequence based on the End Script blocks
that were observed during training. In this case, instead of
this prediction, which has no value for a user, the completion
returns a prediction for a new first block, i.e., the completion
for the context at the beginning of a script.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first implementation
of code completion for block-based programming languages.
Therefore, we implemented a simple code completion based
purely on the probabilities of the n-gram model, which allows
us to evaluate how well the language model itself represents
the language, and provides a baseline for further research.

C. Bug Finding using N-gram Models

Language models can reflect that buggy code is less regular
than non-buggy code [9]. For example, Fig. 2b shows a
SCRATCH script including a very unlikely condition in the
loop block : Comparing the audio volume volume to the
x position of a sprite x position is very unlikely to be a meaningful
comparison. Ideally, a bug finding approach would be capable
of capturing these and other irregularities in the source code.

This principle has been applied in the BUGRAM approach [8]
(cf. Section II-D). As SCRATCH projects are much smaller
than JAVA or PYTHON projects, and likely contain less
repetitive API usages, BUGRAM is not directly applicable.
However, a common scenario in an educational context is that
students implement a task for which there are one or more
model solutions. Thus, we train an n-gram model on model
solutions or known good student solutions, and then assess the
probabilities of all sequences in the student solutions, reporting
those with a particularly low probability. Since this model is not
trained on the entire code base (i.e., all student solutions), unlike
in the BUGRAM approach, the use of a smoothing algorithm
is necessary, for which we again use modified Kneser-Ney
smoothing. Additionally, we skip any preprocessing applied by
BUGRAM, such as including the whole path in method names
or skipping tokens with a particularly low count as proposed
by Wang et al. [8] when parsing the source code, due to the
simple structure of SCRATCH. Thus, we structurally use the
same model for code completion and the bug finding task.

D. Code Completion using a Transformer

While n-gram models are simple, light weight, and easily
interpretable, transformers are more contemporary and often
yield better results [25], [38]. However, they are limited to
tasks where very large amounts of training data are available,
which in our study includes only the code completion task.

Using the script tokenization (Section III-A) we generate
one token sequence [t0, . . . , tn] per sprite by concatenating
the token sequences from all procedure definitions followed
by scripts. Since users can place their blocks freely on the
canvas, we tokenize the scripts in the order which they
appear in the project file. This usually represents the order
in which the user created them. For training we used the
RoBERTa [39] implementation provided in the PYTHON
transformers library [40]. As identifiers are removed from
the token sequence, the model does not have to handle out-
of-vocabulary scenarios and the vocabulary is reduced to 137
different tokens. Therefore, a simple word-level tokenizer that
assigns a numeric identifier for each token is used.

The model is trained using a masked language model [23]
with the default RoBERTa approach of randomly masking
tokens [39]. In this approach tokens are randomly replaced by
a placeholder [MASK] for which the original token then has
to be predicted based on the surrounding context:

Begin → When clicked → [MASK] → say → End

When using the trained model for code completion, a
sequence of up to the last m− 1 tokens of the existing code
is extracted and the additional [MASK] token appended. The
model then predicts a probability for each token to replace
this mask, so that a top-x selection of suggestions can be
presented to the user. Analogous to the completion with n-gram
models, procedure definitions are excluded as described in
Section III-B, and predictions for the end of a script are replaced
by suggestions for a new script.



IV. EVALUATION

As a baseline to gain an understanding of the applicability
of language models in the context of block-based programming
languages, we experimentally examine n-gram models on
SCRATCH programs from two opposite angles: First, we
consider how well n-gram models capture the regularities of
SCRATCH programs by looking at the highest probabilities
encoded in the model, using the task of code completion.
Second, we consider how well n-gram models detect deviations
from common patterns by looking at the lowest probabilities
encoded in the model, using the task of bug finding. Finally,
we investigate whether predictions can be improved using deep
learning models. This leads to the following research questions:

• RQ1, Completion: How well does code completion based
on n-gram models perform on SCRATCH source code?

• RQ2, Bug Finding: How well does bug finding based
on n-gram models perform on SCRATCH source code?

• RQ3, Model Comparison: Do transformer-based deep
learning models improve over n-gram models?

A. RQ1: Code Completion with N-gram Models

1) Experimental Setup: To create a general model for the
purpose of code completion, we trained an n-gram model on
100 000 randomly selected SCRATCH programs. Between May
2021 and February 2022 we retrieved the 10 000 most recently
publicly shared SCRATCH programs each day using the REST
API of the SCRATCH website, resulting in a total 2.7 million
projects. From these, we filtered projects with less than 10
blocks, as these very often represent projects in which children
focused on arts and drawing, e.g., drawing a background and
arranging sprites on it, rather than coding. Furthermore, we
excluded remixes (i.e., copied and modified programs). From
the resulting 1.1 million projects, we then randomly sampled
110 000, which we split into a training set of 100 000 projects,
and an evaluation set of 10 000 projects. Comparing the number
of blocks between projects in the training and evaluation sets
shows that there is no significant difference (p = 0.191 using
a Mann-Whitney U test [41]), thus confirming that the two
datasets are drawn from the same overall distribution.

To choose a suitable value for the sequence length n, we
trained the model for n = {1, 2, 3, 4}. We used 4 as the
upper bound for two reasons: First, we observed only marginal
improvements for larger n, which is in line with findings in
prior work [6], [30]. Second, the models require substantially
more memory and computation time as n increases. This is
particularly relevant in the bug-finding use case, where a custom
model is trained, e.g., for a given set of programs, in order to
identify unusual sequences. In the context of finding bugs in
programming assignments, which tend to use relatively small
and simple SCRATCH programs, training a complex model
may not be worthwhile. We use the same 100 000 randomly
selected SCRATCH programs for each n-gram model.

The projects from the evaluation data set are broken down
into sets of local contexts, each consisting of n−1 blocks. Every
context is given to the completion engine that is asked to predict

Table I: Accuracy of code completion in top x suggestions for
different values of n.

Top 1 Top 2 Top 3 Top 5 Top 10

1-gram 6.24 % 12.27 % 17.17 % 25.88 % 44.38 %
2-gram 23.22 % 34.56 % 42.54 % 54.03 % 69.44 %
3-gram 31.41 % 43.87 % 52.08 % 62.82 % 76.07 %
4-gram 36.31 % 49.05 % 56.77 % 66.76 % 78.35 %
transformer 33.83 % 43.78 % 49.91 % 57.79 % 69.32 %

the next block for this context. The completion engine returns
the top x = {1, 2, 3, 5, 10} blocks ranked by their probability,
and we evaluate the code-completion suggestions in terms of
top-x accuracy, i.e., the ratio of suggestions that contained
the actual block in the original program. We consider top-x
accuracy for varying x and n, and we evaluate the influence
of block frequency, category, and shape on top-x accuracy.

2) Threats to Validity: Threats to external validity arise
as results may not generalize to projects outside our dataset.
We confirmed that in terms of size the sample is a valid
representation of publicly shared projects; however, unfinished,
unshared programs might have other properties. To avoid
skewing results with very similar code we used only original
projects and excluded remixes. Threats to internal validity
may arise from our implementation: Although we tested
and validated all code thoroughly, our implementation may
confound the studied measurements and relationships. For
example, rare aspects of the SCRATCH program representation
not encountered during testing may be misrepresented. Threats
to construct validity may arise from our choice of top-x
accuracy as metric rather than precision or recall. This choice
is based on the use case: We assume that each suggestion in
the top-x is equally useful. Indeed a deployed code-completion
engine can suppress low-confidence predictions, and a user
does not have to accept incorrect suggestions.

3) Results: Table I shows the top-x accuracy of code
completion for n = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Top-x accuracy is defined
as the sum of all true positive predictions per block divided
by the total number of predictions. A prediction is considered
a true positive if the set of top-x suggestions contains the
actual block to be predicted. By definition, top-x accuracy
monotonically increases with increasing x. We also observe
that it increases with increasing n. Since 4-grams perform best,
we use 4-grams for the rest of RQ1. Furthermore, we use top-3
accuracy for subsequent evaluations as 3 is a reasonable number
for suggestions in the SCRATCH user interface (e.g., in the
“backpack” of code snippets) satisfying the design philosophy
of SCRATCH to keep the cognitive load low [10].

The overall best predicted block is When clicked with a top-3
accuracy of 95.52 %. With an occurrence rate of 6.03 % this is
the second most frequent block overall in the evaluation data.
Consequently, it is likely that occurrence has an influence on the
performance of the prediction. We note that the top blocks in
other categories show a substantially lower top-3 accuracy, thus
there appears to be an influence also of the category. Finally, we
observe that generally oval and diamond shaped blocks all have



Table II: Completion accuracy by category for n=4, x=3.

Group Occurrences Accuracy Acc. Transformer

sound 2.5 % 32.9 % 44.7 %
pen 0.9 % 34.0 % 25.1 %
myblocks 0.9 % 41.3 % 60.6 %
event 15.3 % 48.0 % 30.4 %
motion 12.2 % 51.5 % 48.9 %
looks 20.7 % 53.9 % 64.2 %
control 21.2 % 58.8 % 31.0 %
operator 9.6 % 66.3 % 53.2 %
data 11.4 % 68.0 % 66.3 %
sensing 5.3 % 73.6 % 75.9 %

Table III: Completion accuracy by shape for n=4, x=3.

Shape Occurrences Accuracy Acc. Transformer

end 1.3 % 29.9 % 58.9 %
hat 13.7 % 47.6 % 16.9 %
stack 52.0 % 51.8 % 56.3 %
c 12.2 % 59.9 % 14.0 %
oval 11.5 % 74.9 % 67.6 %
diamond 9.4 % 75.2 % 70.7 %

particularly high accuracy values, suggesting that the shape
of blocks also contributes to the prediction. In order to better
understand what determines the overall prediction performance,
we therefore investigate the influence of these three aspects:
(1) the frequency with which blocks occur in practice; (2) the
category the blocks belong to (e.g., motion, looks, . . . ); and (3)
the shape of the blocks (e.g., regular stackable blocks, event
handler blocks, . . . ).

Figure 3a summarizes these three aspects and their influence
on the top-3 accuracy for n = 4: The plot is split into facets
based on the 10 different block categories in which the blocks
are sorted in the SCRATCH user interface. For each category,
blocks are plotted based on the number of occurrences in the
training data (x-axis) and the resulting top-3 accuracy (y-axis).
Data points are color-coded based on their shape. In particular,
hat blocks represent event handlers, stack blocks are regular
statements, oval blocks represent reporters returning numerical
or textual data, diamond shaped blocks represent Boolean
values, c-shaped blocks are control structures such as loops
and if-conditions, and stop blocks are statement blocks that
cannot have successors. The “myblocks” category only contains
one block because we generalize identifiers (see Section III-B),
and only predict calls to these self-created blocks, not their
creation. Consequently, data points for procedure definition
blocks and their possible parameters are not included. To
better understand the influence of block frequency, category,
and shape on accuracy, we used multiple linear regression to
model this relationship. We include occurrence as a continuous
variable and category and shape as categorical variables.
Since we are interested in whether the accuracy for particular
categories and/or shapes, independently of occurrence, differs
significantly from the average accuracy, we used deviation
coding—comparing each level to the grand mean. Figure 3b
shows the results of the regression analysis.

Table IV: Top 3 predictions for the example in Fig. 2a.

Block Confidence

var 80.31 %
costume number 5.67 %
answer 5.44 %

Figure 3a suggests differences between categories, which are
summarized in Table II: Blocks of the sensing, data, operator,
and control categories are predicted with a substantially higher
accuracy than, for example, blocks from the sound or pen
categories. One of the reasons for this lies in differences in the
frequency of occurrence. For example, blocks of the pen or
sound categories appear much less frequently than, for example,
blocks from the motion or looks categories. The importance
of occurrence can also be observed within categories, not
just across categories. The fitted lines in Fig. 3a very clearly
demonstrate that across all categories and shapes, the number of
occurrences has a positive influence on the accuracy: The more
frequently a block occurs in practice, the higher its probability
of being predicted correctly. This is, for example, confirmed by
the high occurrence and accuracy of the best predicted block
of the event category (cf. Table II), i.e., When clicked . Figure 3b
confirms that the occurrence has a significant effect on the
accuracy of the prediction, although the small coefficient of
the regression model indicates the influence is small.

However, not all differences between the categories can be
explained through the numbers of occurrences. For example,
the categories sensing and operators can be predicted relatively
well (Table II), even though blocks in these categories occur less
frequently overall compared to, e.g., motion blocks. Figure 3b
confirms some influence of the category; in particular, the
motion category has a significant influence on the prediction
accuracy. However, we observe that the well-predictable sensing
and operator categories differ from others in an important
property: they all contain a particularly large proportion of
diamond-shaped and oval-shaped blocks, which represent
expressions rather than statements (100 % expression blocks in
operator, 83 % in sensing). Pen and sound blocks, for example,
consist of almost only regular stack blocks. Figure 3a generally
demonstrates with the different colors and fitted lines that stack
blocks appear to be more difficult to predict than, for example,
oval blocks (cf. categories data, looks, motion, sensing) or
diamond-shaped blocks (cf. sensing). Table III supports this
impression using the top-3 accuracy values grouped by the
shape of the blocks. Figure 3b confirms that oval and diamond
shapes have a significant positive influence on the prediction,
whereas hat blocks have a significant negative influence.

Whenever there is a block in the local context that is usually
followed by an expression block, this significantly limits the
actual choice of matching blocks. The code example from
Fig. 2a illustrates this phenomenon: has room only for
diamond-shaped expression blocks. Round expression blocks
are intended to go into the round placeholders of the =

block, which reduces the successor blocks. The top blocks
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Variable Coefficient p

Intercept 2.94 × 10−1 < 0.001

Occurrences 1.49 × 10−5 < 0.001

Category
control −1.05 × 10−1 0.216
data 9.81 × 10−3 0.834
event −4.62 × 10−2 0.634
looks 5.69 × 10−3 0.897
motion 1.08 × 10−1 0.019
pen 5.72 × 10−2 0.342
sensing −2.68 × 10−2 0.622
sound −9.49 × 10−2 0.108
operator 1.28 × 10−2 0.831
myblock 7.96 × 10−2 0.612

Shape
c −2.34 × 10−2 0.797
diamond 1.55 × 10−1 0.034
end 3.62 × 10−2 0.763
hat −2.86 × 10−1 0.003
oval 1.92 × 10−1 0.002
stack −7.35 × 10−2 0.146

(b) General linear model.

Figure 3: Influence of block occurrence, category, and shape on code-completion accuracy.

ask and wait

if answer = then
ask and wait →

if then

→ = → answer

(a) Code for processing user input (left) and corresponding 4-gram (right).
The probability of this 4-gram is 97.56 %.

Begin Script → When backdrop switches to backdrop1 → hide → End Script

(b) Hiding a sprite on change of the backdrop as an isolated script with no
other blocks following. The 4-gram has a probability of 95.48 %.

Figure 4: Common language idioms as captured by the model.

suggested by the model for this scenario are shown in Table IV.
The model is 80.58 % confident that a var should be inserted
into the = block. costume number and answer have a
comparably low probability of 5.69 % and 5.29 % compared
to the variable block. While costume number is a sensible
suggestion for this scenario, the answer block would only be
usable if preceded by a ask and wait block to which the answer
block could refer to (cf. Fig. 4a for a usage example), but in
Fig. 2a there is no such block. Nevertheless, all 3 suggestions
do have in common that their shape makes them a syntactically
correct building block. This effect is comparable to the prior
observation that syntactic elements contribute substantially
to the predictability of source code [11]. Accordingly, for
categories like pen, sound, or motion, which do not contain
much syntactical constraints, completion performs worse.

Finally, some regularity can be attributed to recurring idioms
in common SCRATCH code. Considering n-grams to which the
model assigns very high probabilities and excluding known
patterns such as starting with a When clicked block, we see that the

model has learned some idioms that go beyond purely syntactic
regularities. Similar to traditional programming languages, there
are certain token sequences that repeat across the boundaries
of specific programs. For example, the 4-gram in Fig. 4a
has a probability of 97.56 %, and describes requesting a user
input and reacting based on a comparison of this. While this
sequence occurs much less frequently than programs beginning
with When clicked (7 465 vs. 499 146 occurrences), the model is
very confident that answer follows as last block for this local
context. This can only be partially explained by occurrence,
category, and shape: Although answer is an oval block and thus
fits syntactically well, there are numerous other oval blocks in
SCRATCH. However, the total probability for all other blocks
of all shapes to follow this local context is less than 2.5 %.

Other examples of idioms we observed include isolating
functionality in very short scripts (c.f. Fig. 4b) and repetitions
of the same blocks (e.g., inserting elements into a list). These
idioms show a connection of the blocks on a semantic level
and therefore indicate further repetitive, predictable structures
apart from pure syntactic connections, i.e., shapes, and block
frequency, i.e., occurrences. These idioms are comparable to
those discovered in traditional programming languages.

Summary (RQ1, Completion): The best model (4-gram)
achieves a top-3 accuracy of 56.77 %. Prediction quality is
influenced by block frequency, shape, and category, but we
also found recurring idioms influencing regularities.

B. RQ2: Bug Finding with N-gram Models

For RQ2 we use the n-gram model in the inverse way
compared to RQ1: Rather than predicting the most likely blocks,
we are interested in the least likely sequences of blocks.



In contrast to the evaluation in the BUGRAM paper [8], we
assume that for the small student solutions we can identify
all actual errors in the programs using tests. Thus, in our
paper, a test suite acts as ground truth to evaluate whether
the most unlikely sequences actually contain erroneous code.
In the original paper, the authors looked for undetected bugs
and refactoring possibilities in very large projects. Instead of
comparing the code with a ground truth like existing tests, it
was manually examined for improvement possibilities.

1) Experimental Setup: The application scenario of the
bug finding task is a programming assignment given in an
educational context. We use the dataset provided with the
replication package of the WHISKER [19] paper on testing
SCRATCH programs, consisting of 41 student solutions and
one model solution of a Fruit Catching game (c.f. Fig. 5a). The
objective of the game is to catch as many apples and bananas
as possible in 30 seconds by moving a bowl at the bottom of
the screen. For bananas that touch the ground, the player loses
points. The game is lost if an apple drops on the ground.

We trained a 3-gram model with modified Kneser-Ney
smoothing on the model solution and one student solution
which was deemed almost correct using automated tests [19].
We use n = 3 based on prior results of Wang et al., who
found that 3-gram models perform best in finding bugs and
refactoring opportunities [8].

Using this model, we determined the probabilities for all
occurring sequences for the 41 student programs (that is,
including the best student solution). Intuitively, sequences with
lower probability assigned by the model are more likely to
contain bugs. When extracting sequences we exclude “loose”
code, i.e., blocks and scripts not connected to an event handler
which are never executed. Since the ideal sequence length
for this analysis has not previously been investigated in our
context, we performed the evaluation for sequence lengths
from 3 to 6. Longer sequence lengths are unlikely to be useful
for the generally small SCRATCH programs, as the sequences
otherwise would frequently exceed script boundaries.

To investigate whether low probability sequences indicate
bugs, we randomly selected 10 of the 41 student solutions
for manual validation, considering only those with at least 10
sequences, as they are otherwise unlikely to fully implement
any aspects of functionality. For each of these 10 programs,
we manually classified the 10 sequences with the lowest
probabilities, for each of the sequence lengths in the range
of 3 to 6. Two authors independently evaluated whether the
corresponding sequences contained bugs or not. As ground
truth for the existence of bugs we use the extensive WHISKER
test suite provided by Stahlbauer et al. [19] that fully covers
the program behavior. We consider a sequence to contain a
bug exactly if it causes the failure or skipping of one or more
test cases. Thus for each sequence, we determined (1) whether
the sequence contains at least one bug, and (2) for each failing
test whether the sequence contributes to the failure. In the case
of disagreement of the two independent classifications, these
individual cases were discussed again until a consensus was
reached. Thus overall, 400 sequences were manually classified.

Table V: Percentage of found bugs for each sequence length.

Sequence length 3 4 5 6

Bugs found (%) 57.58 62.88 64.39 56.06

Table VI: For sequences of length 4, the bottom 10 most
unlikely sequences and 10 random sequences, the Precision@10
for each sequence to contain at least one bug, as well as the
proportion of found bugs in total, and the total number of bugs
in the program.

Precision@10 % Bugs Found Bugs
Bottom Random Bottom Random Total

K6 S01 90.0 40.0 96.3 37.04 27.0
K6 S12 60.0 90.0 80.8 26.9 26.0
K6 S15 60.0 30.0 62.5 31.3 16.0
K6 S18 60.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 6.0
K6 S31 30.0 10.0 75.0 12.5 8.0
K7 S03 60.0 40.0 27.3 45.5 11.0
K7 S10 20.0 0.0 28.6 0.0 7.0
K7 S14 30.0 20.0 60.0 20.0 5.0
K7 S17 10.0 10.0 50.0 50.0 2.0
K7 S24 70.0 50.0 33.33 20.8 24.0

Average 49.0 34.0 62.88 28.79 13.2
p 0.073 0.003
Â12 0.69 0.84

As a baseline, we further selected and classified 10 random
sequences per program using the best sequence length deter-
mined by the classification of low probability sequences, which
allows us to determine if 10 most unlikely sequences are more
likely bugs than random sequences.

2) Threats to Validity: Threats to external validity arise as
our experiments are based on one task and student solutions
from two school classes, so the results may not generalize to
other tasks or classes. To avoid threats to internal validity, we
randomized the selection of projects to avoid bias. As manual
classification may be influenced by subjective interpretation,
each sequence was independently classified by two authors of
this paper to minimize the influence on the results (inter-rater
reliability: 88.8 %). Furthermore, the same authors classified
all sequences to ensure that the results are consistent and
comparable to one another. To ensure construct validity of
our evaluation, we rely on accepted measures for bug finding,
considering the number of buggy sequences as well as the
number of unique bugs.

3) Results: Table V lists the overall percentage of bugs found
(b = #bugs found/#bugs in total) for different sequence
lengths. Sequences of length 5 find the most bugs overall,
closely followed by sequences of length 4; sequences of length
6 identify the fewest bugs. The minor difference between
sequences of length 4 and 5 originates only from a single
program, for which sequence length 5 finds significantly more
bugs (K7 S03: 27.27 % vs. 90.91 %). In all other programs,
the results of sequence length 4 are equal or even better.
Since sequences of length 4 narrow down the source of the
problem/bug better than sequences of length 5, all further
results are based on a sequence length of 4 tokens.



(a) The Fruit Catching game. (b) Student solution K7 S10 for Banana sprite.
Colored blocks are examples for reported
sequences that cause the failure of tests.

Figure 5: Example for Fruit Catching game with buggy student
solution.

Table VI lists the results per program based on the least
likely and random sequences. Precision@10 is given in terms
of the number of sequences in the bottom 10 containing at least
one bug, i.e., the probability of a sequence in the bottom 10
to contain an actual bug. The table also shows the proportion
of all bugs found in each program. Since the programs are
relatively small, there is frequently more than one bug per
sequence; for reference, the table also lists the total number
of bugs, which corresponds to the number of failed tests.

In terms of the percentage of buggy sequences, on average
half the sequences among the least likely ones contain at least
one bug, in contrast to only 34 % of the randomly selected
sequences. The difference is not significant at α = 0.05
(p = 0.073), but note that, since the sequences are randomly se-
lected, there is some overlap with the 10 least likely sequences:
on average 16 % of the randomly selected sequences are also
among the bottom 10. However, randomly selected sequences
of length 4 are only capable of finding 29 % of bugs in total,
and they find no more than 50 % of the bugs in any program. In
contrast, the least likely sequences find an average of 63 % of
the bugs in total. The improvement of the least likely sequences
over random sequences is statistically significant, with a large
Vargha-Delaney effect size of Â12 = 0.84 and p = 0.003 using
the Mann-Whitney U test. This confirms that indeed the n-gram
model captures the expected structure of the solution.

For example, Fig. 5b shows student solution K7 S10 of
the Banana sprite. The colored parts of the source code are
two sequences of length 3 that are among the 10 least likely
according to the model. For both examples, the code actually
leads to failing test cases: For the first sequence, the solution
violates the task specification that the Banana should start one

second after the flag was clicked. The program, however, starts
immediately with the for-loop that moves the Banana. For the
second code sequence, the Banana is supposed to disappear
for one second after the point deduction as a time penalty, but
the buggy implementation causes the Banana to start dropping
from the top again immediately.

We generally observed that blocks not included in the training
data have a strong influence on the probability of a sequence. In
particular, not only are such sequences assigned particularly low
probabilities, but the same unusual block tends to influence the
probability of several surrounding sequences. As a consequence,
the least likely 10 sequences may in the worst case cover only a
fraction of the program. For example, solution K6 S01 violates
the task specification by starting the game (i.e., each script
in each sprite) with pressing the up arrow key instead of the
green flag. The model has not seen this block in the training
data. As a result, 9 of 10 sequences reported least likely by the
model, contain the unknown When up arrow key pressed block. We noticed
the same behavior with uncommon, yet correct, blocks as well.

The original BUGRAM paper suggests filtering rare tokens [8].
Due to the much more limited vocabulary in SCRATCH we
decided not to implement such an approach; however, the
experimental results suggest that this could be a useful addition
when implementing this approach in practice, although a
challenge for this will be to not discard too large parts of
the rather small student solutions, which would also cause
potential bugs to go undetected.

Program K7 S17 is the overall best student solution, which
was included in the training data of the model. The fact that
one of the two bugs in this program was identified (Table VI)
shows that, similar to the BUGRAM [8] approach, errors can
even be found in programs which served as training data.

Summary (RQ2, Bug Finding): For 9 out of 10 programs,
the number of bugs found using the model is greater than or
equal to that of randomly selected sequences; this improvement
is statistically significant.

C. RQ3, Comparison: Code Completion with Transformer

1) Experimental Setup: We trained the RoBERTa model [39]
on a dataset obtained using the same procedure as described in
Section IV-A1, but by sampling 500 000 programs with 517 431
sprites. To limit sequences to the maximum length m that can
be processed by the model, we split them into subsequences:
The first generated sequence for a program with n tokens is
[t0, . . . , tmin(n,m)]. Then the first script not fully included in
this sequence is taken as the starting point for the next one.
To embed the script into maximally possible context, tokens
preceding and following this script are added symmetrically
to fill the sequence up to a length of m. This is repeated until
all tokens have been included in at least one subsequence. By
not splitting sequences at script-level, it is also possible to
predict when a script should finish and a new one should be
started. Applying the sequence splitting resulted in 4 493 833
sequences for training. The same 10 000 programs as for RQ1
were used for evaluation.



We used the default RoBERTa hyperparameters as starting
point for further tuning [39]. As the language to be modeled
is smaller, and programs also tend to be small, the tuning
decreased the maximum sequence length to 256, the number
of hidden layers (12 to 2), their sizes (hidden size 256,
intermediate size 512), and number of attention heads (12 to 4).
The other parameters remained unchanged.

2) Threats to Validity: The same threats to validity apply as
described in Section IV-A2. An additional threat to construct
validity arises from the splitting into smaller subsequences. To
mitigate this risk, we compared the results when splitting the
sequence into one padded sub-sequence per script, and using
non-overlapping chunks of tokens of the model’s sequence
length. We chose the strategy described in Section III-D as
the others did not improve the prediction accuracy. Our results
achieved using the RoBERTa model [39] might not generalize
to alternative transformer-based models. This matches our aim
of not maximizing any particular metric of model performance,
but instead providing a baseline and evidence that investigating
different models as part of future work is warranted.

3) Results: Table I shows the top-x accuracy of code
completion. The accuracy for the first three suggested tokens
is similar to the one for the 3-gram model, i.e., the second
best n-gram model according to the results for RQ1.

Tables II and III give a more detailed insight which types of
blocks can be predicted accurately. The transformer outperforms
the 4-gram model (i.e., the best n-gram model) for predictions
of end blocks ( delete this clone and stop ) and performs similarly on
regular statements (stack), Boolean expressions (diamond), and
placeholders (oval). For script starts (hat) and branching blocks
(c) the accuracy is worse compared to the n-gram model.

The discrepancy between being able to predict ends of scripts
and new starts is noteworthy. Scripts in SCRATCH do not
have to use an “end” block as terminal statement. Therefore,
in most cases no clear indicator exists when a new script
should start. Within the “hat” group of blocks the ones with
the best accuracy are when backdrop switches to (35.3 %), when key is pressed

(25.3 %), and when I receive (22.5 %). In those cases it is likely
that corresponding statements to change the background or
send messages are placed near the end of previous scripts,
which can then be interpreted as hints that new scripts should
start. Note that the “end” blocks are not necessarily placed at
the end of a sprite sequence. Instead, the scripts within the
sequence are saved in the same order as they were created by
the user. Hence, the model cannot use the number of tokens
following the “end” block to learn if a script should end.

For branching blocks (c-blocks) the transformer has substan-
tially lower accuracy (14.0 %) compared to the n-gram model
(59.5 %). This may be caused by the bidirectional attention
that is applied during training: Using the surrounding context
from both sides of the masked c-block, the model learns that
they are in most cases, except for forever-loops, followed by
a Boolean condition token. As this information is missing
during the code completion task, there is not enough context
to reliably predict the correct token. However, modifying the

attention mechanism to only allow unidirectional attention on
tokens preceding the masked one resulted in worse accuracy.

Overall, the prediction accuracy of the transformer is worse
than the best n-gram model. Transformers can handle large
vocabularies in the order of tens of thousands of different
words [23], but this advantage is of little use as the tokenized
SCRATCH language only has 137 words. Additionally, the use-
fulness of long range information to the next token prediction is
not clear. The scripts are ordered in the sequence in which the
user inserted the first block contained in it while creating the
program and do not depend on each other in the program flow
except for passed messages in between. For example, in the
context within the same sprite some scripts might handle user
inputs and the resulting movement while others are triggered
on interactions with other sprites to play sounds or change the
look. Therefore, we expect that the next token mostly depends
on the short-range local context and the unrelated blocks of
the other scripts act as distracting factor.

Summary (RQ3, Model Comparison): The transformer
model performs comparable to the 3-gram model and thereby
worse than our best n-gram model (n = 4). We conjecture that
this is caused by the small vocabulary and the importance of
short-range over long-ranged information for code completion.

V. DISCUSSION

Recent program analyses frequently build on the “natural
hypothesis” [6], which assumes that programming languages
have similar regularities as natural language, and source code is
therefore amenable to natural language processing techniques. It
has been shown that a certain degree of this observed regularity
in source code is due to syntactic overhead in text-based
programming languages. Specifically, Rahman et al. showed
lower regularities when filtering common syntax tokens such
as delimiters or nesting tokens [11]. Our investigation is related
in that block-based programming languages explicitly avoid
such syntax tokens, thus also making the language potentially
less repetitive and predictable.

Compared to JAVA, the code completion for SCRATCH
appears to perform slightly worse. For example, in a related
study [29] based on a 3-gram model for JAVA, the top-1
accuracy was almost 20 % higher than the corresponding
top-1 accuracy for the 4-gram model in SCRATCH. This study
modeled the source code as a stream of lexical tokens including
identifiers, keywords, or symbols, specified by the programming
language [29]. Further, this study evaluated a completion
task, using local context such as <if, (, node> and
completion suggestions such as “!= null”, “== null”, and
“.isRoot()” [29]. The task design is comparable to that of
our completion task. Accordingly, we assume that the results are
comparable to the extent possible across programming language
boundaries. A difference in prediction accuracy of almost 20 %
therefore suggests that there are substantial differences either
in the properties of block-based vs. text-based programming
languages or in the characteristics of their programs.
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Figure 6: Two different SCRATCH blocks vs. their shared
implementation and call-tree in JAVASCRIPT.

Based on recent trends in NLP and software engineering, one
might expect deep learning models to make a difference here,
but our results suggest this is not the case (cf. Section IV-C3).
In a similar experiment on JAVA code by Ciniselli et al. the
transformer model achieved a better prediction accuracy than
their best n-gram model [25]. This suggests that there is a
difference in how the model is able to use long-range informa-
tion in block-based vs. text-based programming languages. To
mitigate this, it may be possible to integrate more information
into a deep learning model [38], [42]. For example, using
the flat sequences as the input to the transformer removes all
structural information from the code. Guo et al. [42] adapted
the attention mechanism of their GraphCodeBERT model to
focus on related code elements determined by the data flow
graph. Similarly, for SCRATCH information about the relation
of scripts (e.g., passed messages, changed sprite attributes)
could be extracted [16] to help the transformer focus on scripts
related to the one that should be completed and ignore other
ones. This could improve the capture of long-range information
in a long sequence containing several short scripts.

As part of RQ1 and RQ3 (Sections IV-A and IV-C), we
discussed some aspects of block-based programs and their
influence on predictability. Besides these aspects, there is
another important difference between traditional, text-based pro-
gramming languages and block-based programming languages
that likely has an impact on repetitiveness and predictability:
the level of abstraction at which source code is defined. Figure 6
shows the actual JAVASCRIPT code that is executed by a say

or a think block, as well as the corresponding call tree of
the corresponding callback functions in the SCRATCH virtual
machine code. On the one hand, the example shows how
abstract SCRATCH code is compared to traditional programming
languages. Not only is syntactic overhead removed, but to
some extent the code is also streamlined. On the other hand,
this causes repetitions in the JAVASCRIPT code and thus
may be interpreted as introducing code regularities: in the
JAVASCRIPT implementation both the say and think blocks
create, format, and render a speech bubble, and the call to
_updateBubble is essentially the same for both blocks.

However, in the SCRATCH code, the two blocks are distinct
without any repetitiveness. The JAVASCRIPT code is thus more
repetitive and predictable.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A recent trend in software engineering research is to
apply language models and NLP techniques to text-based
programming languages for a multitude of different tasks. A
niche of programming languages excluded from this trend
so far is represented by block-based languages, which differ
from text-based languages by some of the very properties that
make NLP techniques applicable to source code. In order to
shed light on the applicability of language models to block-
based programs, we empirically studied n-gram and transformer
models for SCRATCH. Although our results demonstrate that
block-based languages are more challenging to predict, they
nevertheless demonstrate that the approach is viable.

Prior work on code completion suggests various ways in
which our baseline model could potentially be improved: For
example, it is conceivable that other models, such as statistical
graph models [7], [11] or neural models (e.g., [43], [44]),
could improve performance. Further filtering of the vocabulary,
e.g., to filter rare blocks [8], might lead to performance
improvements [34], [35]. The performance could also be
improved by taking additional context into account [45];
for example, for SCRATCH the context could be provided
by the sprite or stage being edited. Similarly, it might be
possible to build models for different types of programs; for
example, games might differ fundamentally from animation or
art projects in SCRATCH, thus leading to different models.

Besides the performance of the models, an important question
for future work concerns the application of these models. For
example, unlike text-based programming there is no text-cursor
at which to display code completion, thus creating a usability
challenge. Nevertheless, the inclusion of a code completion
system into the SCRATCH user interface should be feasible,
since the blocks are already presented grouped by their type.
A modification of the interface could show the recommended
blocks as such a group. However, the educational application
domain may also suggest the need for custom models that
take the education level into account; for example, code
completion should not recommend blocks that require concepts
a learner is not yet aware of, which could be determined using
computational thinking metrics for SCRATCH [46]. Furthermore,
beyond our initial bug finding task, we envision many possible
applications of language models in the educational domain.

To support replication and future work, the source code of
the tokenizer and the language models, the datasets, analysis
scripts, and the raw results can be found at

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19382588.v1
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